This article presents a numerical study of the transport phenomena involved in the 26 electrokinetic remediation of soils polluted with polar pesticides. 2,4-27 Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid is used as a representative of this pesticide type. A one-28 dimensional configuration with two facing electrodes placed in electrolyte compartments 29 and a cathodic overflow pollutant extraction system has been used for that purpose. The 30 conventional electrokinetic remediation process is evaluated by keeping the electrode 31 polarity constant, and to obtain acceptable yields, it is necessary to extend the treatment 32 for more than 250 days. The application of periodic polarity reversals is proposed to 33 improve these results. This strategy maximises the pesticide concentration in the cathodic 34 compartment, thus maximising the pollutant extraction rate. The results show that by 35 applying polarity reversals over 6-hour periods, it is possible to accelerate the treatment, 36 thus improving its overall efficiency up to 94.5% compared with the treatment using a 37 constant electrode polarity. 38
INTRODUCTION 42 Electrokinetic remediation (EKR) is a competitive technology for treating polluted soils 43
with low hydraulic conductivity. The objective of EKR is the mobilisation of pollutants 44 towards controlled extraction points using a series of electrokinetic transport phenomena 45 (the transport of fluids by electroosmosis, of ionic species by electromigration and of 46 charged particles by electrophoresis) and thermal and hydraulic phenomena that occur in 47 the soil when applying an electric potential gradient [1] [2] [3] [4] . The range of physicochemical 48 phenomena involved in this process broadens the EKR application field. This technology 49 has been used to treat soils polluted with heavy metals [5] [6] [7] [8] , polycyclic aromatic 50 hydrocarbons (PAH) [9, 10] and pesticides [11, 12] , leading to favourable results. 51
Along with the electrokinetic transport phenomena, different electrochemical reactions 52 can occur on the surface of electrodes. The most important reaction, regardless of the 53 electrolyte composition, is water electrolysis. The oxidation of the water produced on the 54 anodic surface generates protons (H + ), consequently reducing the pH. In exchange, 55 hydroxyl ions (OH -) are generated on the cathodic surface by the reduction reaction of 56 water, producing a significant pH increase in the nearby soil. Both H + and OH -are ionic 57 species that move through the soil primarily by electromigration, producing two pH 58 fronts, with an acidic front towards the cathode and a basic front towards the anode. The 59 velocity of these fronts is primarily determined by the electromigration process of the 60 ions involved and, to a lesser extent, by the advective/diffusive processes and the soil 61 buffering capacity [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . 62
From an operational perspective, in addition to the magnitude, it is desirable to control 63 the direction towards which the species are moved. This control is enabled by changing 64
Reactive transport 115
The general geochemical system simulated in the M4EKR module considers a total of J 116 components capable of generating a total of N chemical species during their combination. 117 Therefore, to identify the chemical composition of the system, the total amounts of each 118 component should be known through their corresponding mass balance equations, which 119 have the following general form: 120
where mj is the total mass of component j per unit total volume (mol m -3 ), lj is the total 122 molar flux of component j (mol m -2 s -1 ), and Rj is the rate of production or consumption 123
). However, it is not necessary to solve J partial differential 124 equations but rather to find the total of J-2, as the total mass of a component of the system 125 can be determined by fulfilling the electroneutrality condition, and the mass balance of 126 the water species is solved by equation 1. 127 The total molar flux of component j is calculated as follows: 128 The chemical speciation problem is solved using a classical stoichiometric approach by 133 solving a system of mass-balance and mass-action equations [34] . The mathematical 134 formulation of this approach has been widely described in the literature [35, 36] and has 135 been applied in M4EKR [30] .
Electric charge balance 137
The balance equation of the total electric charge, with electroneutrality throughout the 138 system and assuming that no charge accumulation capacity is present, is given by the 139 following expression: 140
where i is the total current density (A m -2 ), which is calculated by applying Ohm's law 142 [30, 37] and using the empirical Rhoades formulation [38] for the apparent electrical 143 conductivity of the soil and the formulation proposed by Appelo [39] for the electrical 144 conductivity of pore water. 145
Mass balance in electrolyte wells 146
The electrolyte wells are necessary to the EKR processes for adding the washing fluid 147 and for removing the collected pollutants. In the present study, two wells in which the 148 electrodes are placed are considered, and they can alternately be either anodes or To simplify the interpretation of the results, synthetic soil pore water is used in which a 207 NaCl solution and the pesticide provide all the ionic strength. Thus, the geochemical 208 model proposed for the soil pore water is composed of 5 components and 9 species. Table  209 3 shows a complete list along with the equilibrium reactions involved, their respective 210 The activity coefficients are determined using the WATEQ Debye-Hückel model [35] . 213 214 Table 4 shows the initial conditions applied in the cases studied here. The electrolyte 232 composition corresponds to a 9.53×10 -4 molal NaCl solution and has a neutral pH (7). 233
The soil pore water is composed of water with the same composition and an additional 234 As a reference, an EKR test was simulated in which a selected electric potential gradient 250 was applied while keeping the electrode polarity constant. In this case, the LEC acts as 251 an anodic compartment and the REC acts as a cathodic compartment. 252 Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the pH and the concentrations of the two 253 pesticide species present. 254
The evolution of the pH follows the characteristic tendency of EKR processes, with a 255 very marked front that moves slowly. The acid front generated in the LEC advances more 256 rapidly than the basic front because in the simulated case, no reaction involving a pH 257 buffering effect is considered. Therefore, the difference observed in the transport between 258 H + and OH -is primarily given by the different diffusion coefficients (and therefore the 259 electromigration) of both species (see Table 3 ). The acid front reaches the cathodic well 260 after 3.75 days of simulation. From this point on, the pH of the soil remains constant, with 261 values close to 2 during the entire test, presenting a profile such as the one shown in 262 Figure 2A (1 month). 263
The system pH strongly influences the chemical speciation [16, 53] . Fig. 2B and 2C show 264 the spatial distribution of the concentration for both species of 2,4-D considered in the 265 simulation, the acid species (2,4-Dacid) and the anionic species (2,4-Danion) generated 266 through the dissociation reaction of the acid species. Initially, when the system pH is 267 neutral, the pesticide is completely dissociated ( Two different stages can be identified in the evolution of the flows: (i) before and (ii) 285 after the pH front reaches the catholyte. Initially (stage (i)), the observed behaviour is 286 similar at the LEC-soil (Fig. 3A) and REC-soil (Fig. 3B) interfaces. There is a net 287 pesticide flow towards the electrolyte compartments with a significant diffusive 288 component due to the substantial concentration gradient (as shown in Table 4 The time evolution of the pesticide species concentration (Fig. 4) is consistent with the 311 evolution of the mass flow for the 2,4-D component described above. In Fig. 4A (anodic  312 compartment, LEC), an increase in the pesticide concentration is initially observed, 313 primarily for the acid species, until reaching 114 h of testing. At this moment, the 314 pesticide concentration presents a progressive decrease in accordance with the observed 315 change in direction of the net flow. However, in the cathodic compartment (REC), the 316 accumulation of observed pesticides is not particularly significant (Fig. 4B) because the 317 mass flows in that region are of a lower magnitude (Fig. 3) and primarily because it is in 318 this compartment where a net mass output is produced by overflow extraction ( 
, is 327
proportional to the pesticide concentration in the cathodic compartment. Considering the 328 evolution of the pesticide concentration in the electrolyte compartments (Fig. 4) , the 329 application of periodic polarity reversals is proposed to transform the anodic 330 compartment into the cathodic compartment (extraction point) at the moment when the 331 maximum pesticide concentration is reached; in this case, the time to reach this maximum 332 is 114 h (see Fig. 4A ). 333
EKR simulation: Polarity reversal study 334 335
An EKR test is simulated by applying an electric potential gradient of 1 V cm -1 with 336 polarity reversals for 114-h periods. Initially, the LEC acts as an anodic compartment and 337 the REC acts as a cathodic compartment. 338 Figures 5A and B show the evolution over time of the pesticide concentration in the 339 electrolyte compartments. The observed behaviour is similar in both cases. When the 340 compartment acts as an anode, a rapid increase in the concentration occurs until reaching 341 a maximum value, the moment at which the polarity is inverted. At this instant, a sudden 342 drop in the concentration occurs. This decrease corresponds with the extraction rate peaks 343 shown in Fig. 5C . In this figure, it is also possible to observe that the global pesticide 344 extraction rate is significantly higher in the polarity reversal test, which translates into afaster global pesticide removal rate, which can be confirmed in the curves of the mass of 346 2,4-D extracted from the system (Fig. 5C, dotted lines) . The treatment time required to reach a determined removal yield decreases significantly 362 in all the cases in which the polarity reversal is applied. If the cases in which this strategy 363 is used are analysed, then the reduction of the time intervals at which the polarity of the 364 electrodes is inverted can be observed to produce an improvement in the given removal 365 yield. To quantify this improvement, Fig. 6B shows that the time used to reach a 2,4-D 366 removal yield of 90% decreases significantly, from 254 h in the treatment with constant 367 polarity to 14 h when the polarity reversal is applied over 6-h periods. This result reflects 368 a 94.5% reduction in the treatment time, which consequently leads to a minimisation in 369 the energy consumption required to reach the established decontamination levels. 370
CONCLUSIONS 371
In this study, a numerical model is presented for treating soils polluted with 2,4-D 372 pesticide using an electrokinetic remediation process consisting of pollutant extraction 373 through the overflow of the cathodic compartment. First, the pesticide transport during 374 an EKR process is evaluated by applying an electric gradient of 1 V cm -1 , maintaining a 375 constant electrode polarity. In this study, the maximum pesticide concentration within the 376 cathodic compartment is very low; therefore, the removal of the pesticide from the system 377 is a slow process (254 days). However, the pesticide concentrates rapidly and at a higher 378 magnitude in the anodic compartment. To account for this behaviour, the use of periodic 379 polarity reversals is proposed to improve the treatment efficiency. This operational 380 strategy enables converting the anodic compartment, where the pesticide is primarily 381 concentrated, into a cathodic compartment from which the pollution extraction occurs. 382
This process occurs alternatively in the opposite electrolyte compartments. Using this 383 strategy, the pesticide concentration is maximised in both electrolyte compartments; 384 therefore, the pollutant extraction has a reduced treatment time of 94.5% when polarity 385 reversal is applied over 6-h periods compared with the case in which the extraction is 386 simulated under constant polarity. 387 
